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ACARETE
DU BISCAY
A relation of Mr. R.M.’s voyage to BuenosAyres: and then by land to Potosi. Dedicated to
the honourable the court of the South-Sea
Company
London: John Darby, 1716. 8vo. v,3-117,[2]pp. Folding
engraved map by H. Moll. (Minor soiling and foxing.).
Modern speckled calf, spine gilt with leather label.
Illustrated with a folding map by Moll.
(#28658)

$ 2,250
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BACK
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Narrative of the Arctic land expedition to the
mouth of the Great Fish River, and along the
shores of the Arctic Ocean, in the years 1833,
1834, and 1835
London: A.Spottiswoode for John Murray, 1836. 4to. 16
plates on India paper mounted, 1 folding engraved map,
numerous illustrations. 19th century half dark brown
morocco over marbled paper covered boards, spine gilt
with raised bands, marbled endpapers, top edge gilt.
Rare large-paper issue of the first edition: "One of the
fundamental books on Arctic exploration" (Hill) and "one of
the finest travel books of the nineteenth century"
(Howgego).
(#28175)

$ 7,000
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WILLIAM
BLIGH
A Narrative of the Mutiny, on board His
Majesty's Ship Bounty; and the subsequent
voyage of part of the crew, in the ship's boat,
from Tofoa, one of the Friendly Islands, to
Timor ... in the East Indies
London: for George Nicol, 1790. Quarto. 3 engraved charts
(2 folding) after William Harrison, engraved by J. Walker, 1
engraved plan of the Bounty's 23-foot launch. Uncut. (Light
scattered foxing). Later half dark blue crushed morocco
over blue cloth boards, spine lettered in gilt. Provenance:
William Cavendish-Bentinck, 6th Duke of Portland
(armorial bookplate).
First edition of Bligh's account of the famous mutiny, and
the incredible voyage which followed: a tall uncut copy.
(#28656)

$ 12,500
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JAMES
BRUCE
Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile. in
the Years 1768, 1769, 1770, 1771, 1772, and 1773
Edinburgh: printed by J. Ruthven for G.G.J & J. Robinson,
1790. 5 volumes, quarto. Engraved title vignettes, engraved
arms on dedication leaf in Vol. I. 61 engraved plates, plans
and maps (3 large folding maps, 3 battle plans, 55 plates), 4 ll.
Ethiopian text printed in letterpress. Uncut, and often
unopened. Contemporary marbled paper-covered boards,
expertly re-backed to style.
An exceptional copy in original boards of the first edition of
a work that offers the unusual combination of an important
travel book that is also beautifully written. Together with a
rare author's presentation copy of Richard Wharton's work
in support of Bruce.
(#23665)

$ 8,500
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JOHN BULKELEY
JOHN CUMMINS

&

A Voyage to the South-Seas, in the Years 17401. Containing a faithful narrative of the loss of
His Majesty's Ship the Wager on a desolate
island in the latitude 47 South, longitude 81:40
West
London: printed for Jacob Robinson, 1743. 8vo (7 11/16 x 4
3/4 inches). 8-page publisher's advertisement at end (2
neatly repaired tears in text). Contemporary speckled
sheep, expertly rebacked to style.
First edition of "one of the principal accounts of the 'Wager'"
(Hill), here with the rare publisher's advertisements.
(#20747)

$ 6,000
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GEORGE
CARTWRIGHT
A Journal of Transactions and Events during
a Residence of nearly sixteen years on the
Coast of Labrador; containing many
interesting particulars, both of the country and
its inhabitants, not hitherto known
Newark: Printed and sold by Allin and Ridge, 1792. 3
volumes, quarto. 6pp. list of subscribers. Engraved portrait
frontispiece of the author, two engraved folding maps (on
three sheets). Fore-edge and lower edge uncut. Early 20th
century half green calf over green cloth covered boards,
spine with semi-raised bands in six compartments, lettered
in the second and fourth, marbled endpapers, top edge gilt.
First edition of a classic work of Canadiana and 18thcentury travel literature.
(#28728)

$ 9,250
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JOHN D .
COCHRANE
Narrative of a Pedestrian Journey through
Russia And Siberian Tartary, from the
Frontiers of China to the Frozen Sea and
Kamtchatka; performed during the years 1820,
1821, 1822, and 1823 ... Second Edition
London: Printed for Charles Knight, 1824. 2 volumes, 8vo (8
1/16 x 5 1/16 inches). 3 engraved folding maps, 6 plates (4
aquatints, 2 hand coloured). Contemporary mottled calf,
covers with a gilt border, rebacked, original marbled
endpapers.
The preferred second edition of an important expedition
across Siberia, which is expanded and contains more maps
and plates than the first edition of the year prior.
(#26807)

$ 950
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ROBERT
COVERTE
A True and Almost Incredible Report of an
Englishman, that (being cast away in the good
Ship called the Assension in Cambaya, the
farthest part of the East Indies) travelled by
Land thorow many unknowne Kingdomes and
great Cities
London: Printed by I[ohn] N[orton] for Hugh Perry, 1631.
Small 4to. [vi], 68, [1] pp. Printer's colophon leaf in rear. Full
red morocco by Zaehnsdorf, covers bordered with a gilt
triple fillet, spine in six compartments with raised bands,
ruled in gilt on either side of each band, lettered in the
second compartment, the others with repeat decoration in
gilt, marbled endpapers, gilt edges.
A very rare early account of an overland journey through
India and the Middle East.
(#25255)

$ 10,000
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THOMAS
DANIELL

&

WILLIAM

A Picturesque Voyage to India; by the way of
China
London: Printed for Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme and
William Daniell, 1810 [watermarks dated 1808-1809]. Large
quarto. Mounted on guards throughout. 50 hand-coloured
aquatint plates on card, drawn & engraved by Thomas and
William Daniell. Contemporary diced russia, covers
bordered with gilt rules, rebacked to style, flat spine gilt,
period marbled endpapers. Provenance: Sir Andrew Vincent
Corbet, 2nd Baronet (armorial bookplate).
The rare hand-coloured first edition of this finelyillustrated account of the Daniells' voyage to China and
India.
(#28799)

$ 14,000
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PETER
DILLON
Narrative and Successful Result of a Voyage in
the South Seas, Performed by Order of the
Government of British India, to Ascertain the
Actual Fate of La Perouse's Expedition
London: Hurst, Chance and Co., 1829. Two volumes, 8vo.
lxxviii, 302pp. plus errata; [2], 436pp. Three lithographed
plates (two folding, one hand colored), and a folding map of
Mannicolo. Uncut. Modern half blue morocco over blue
cloth by Aquarius, spines with raised bands, lettered in the
second and fourth compartments, the others with a repeat
decoration in gilt, top edge gilt, marbled endpapers.
Scarce narrative of the expedition which discovered the
wrecks of La Boussole and L'Astrolabe, the two French
frigates of the La Pérouse expedition.
(#28646)

$ 3,250
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ALEXANDER
DIROM
A Narrative of the Campaign in India which
terminated in the war with Tippoo Sultan in
1792
London: W. Bulmer for G. Nicol, 1794. 4to (10 5/8 x 8 3/8
inches). 9 engraved maps and plates (some folding). Full
contemporary tree calf, covers bordered in gilt, spine richly
gilt in compartments, red morocco lettering piece in the
second. Provenance: Edward Clive, 2nd Earl of Powis (17851848, grandson of Robert Clive of India. Inscription dated
'Eton College ... 1800').
A fine copy in a lovely contemporary binding of an
important account of British India and the third AngloMysore war.
(#24496)

$ 2,000
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GEORGE A . F .
FITZCLARENCE
Journal of a Route across India, through
Egypt, to England in the latter end of the year
1817, and the beginning of 1818.
London: John Murray, 1819. Small format errata leaf tipped
in. Coloured aquatint frontispiece and 11 plates (8 handcoloured), 1 large folding engraved map with touches of
hand colouring, 6 plans and maps (2 with touches of handcolouring). Contemporary diced calf, the flat spine divided
into six compartments, morocco lettering-piece in the
second, the others with repeat decoration in gilt.
First edition of this fascinating account of an overland
journey from India to England, written by the eldest son of
King William IV.
(#20720)

$ 3,750
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RICHARD
KING
Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the
Arctic Ocean, in 1833, 1834, and 1835; under
the Command of Capt. Back, R.N.
London: Richard Bentley, 1836. 2 volumes in 1, 8vo. xv, 312,
[1]; viii, 321, [1]pp. 4 plates, including 2 frontispieces and a
map. Modern half morocco over marbled paper covered
boards.
Rare narrative by the surgeon and naturalist on the Back
expedition.
(#27894)

$ 13,500
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ALEXANDER
MACKENZIE
Voyages from Montreal on the River St.
Lawrence, through the continent of North
America, to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans; in
the years 1789 and 1793
London: R. Noble for T. Cadell, jun. & W. Davies, Cobbett &
Morgan, and W. Creech of Edinburgh, 1801. Quarto. Errata
leaf at rear. Stipple-engraved portrait frontispiece of
Mackenzie by P. Condé after Thomas Lawrence, 3 folding
engraved maps (one hand-coloured). (Small expert repairs
to folds of maps). Later half calf over marbled paper covered
boards, spine with raised bands in six compartments, black
morocco lettering piece in the second.
First edition of this cornerstone of any collection of books
on the exploration of North America
(#26697)

$ 8,250
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JOHN
MARRA
Journal of the Resolution's Voyage, in 1772,
1773, 1774, and 1775. On Discovery to the
southern hemisphere, by which the non
existence of an undiscovered continent ... is
demonstratively proved
London: 1775. Octavo. 1 folding engraved map, 5 engraved
plates, extra-illustrated with 1 folding engraved map "Part
of the Tropical Discoveries of the Resolution Sloop Captain
J. Cook in 1774". Contemporary calf, spine gilt in
compartments with raised bands, morocco lettering-piece.
"The first printed account of man's entry into the region
south of the Antarctic circle" (Spence) and the earliest
published complete account of Cook's second voyage.
(#19445)

$ 18,500
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JOHN
MEARES
Voyages made in the years 1788 and 1789, from
China to the north west coast of America. To
which are prefixed, an introductory narrative
of a voyage performed in 1786, from Bengal, in
the Ship Nootka
London: printed at the Logographic Press and sold by J.
Walter, 1790. Quarto. 5pp. list of subscribers. 27 engraved,
stipple or aquatint plates and maps. Expertly bound to style
in half 18th century russia over contemporary marbled
paper covered boards, flat spine in six compartments, black
morocco lettering piece in the second compartment, the
others with a repeat overall decoration in gilt.
The first edition of "one of the fundamental books on the
Northwest coast of America in general and on Alaska in
particular" (Lada-Mocarski).
(#24119)

$ 9,500
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FREDERIK LUDVIG
NORDEN
Travels in Egypt and Nubia ... Translated from
the original published by command of his
Majesty the King of Denmark and enlarged
with observations from ancient and modern
authors
London: Lockyer Davis and Charles Reymers, 1757. 2
volumes, folio. [12], xxxiv, 124; [4], viii, 156pp. Engraved
allegorical frontispiece in vol. 1, engraved portrait of the
author in vol. 2, 157 engraved plates, maps and plans. Period
speckled calf, spines with raised bands in seven
compartments, red and green morocco lettering pieces in
the second and third, the others with repeat overall
elaborate tooling in gilt.
First edition in English of an important early illustrated
account of exploration in Egypt.
(#26814)

$ 14,000
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PETER SIMON
PALLAS
Travels through the Southern Provinces of the
Russian Empire, in the Years 1793 and 1794 ...
Second Edition
London: printed for John Stockdale, 1812. 2 volumes, quarto
(11 3/8 x 9 1/4 inches). 55 engraved or engraved and aquatint
plates, plans and maps, most by or after G. Geissler (45
hand-coloured, 25 folding, 4 double-page), 29 vignette
illustrations (23 hand-coloured). Period diced russia, covers
bordered with a gilt roll tool and double fillet, rebacked at a
later date with the original black morocco lettering pieces
retained, endpapers renewed.
Scarce second edition in English of "an extremely charming
colour plate book" (Tooley).
(#26730)

$ 3,750
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RICHARD
POCOCKE
A Description of the East, and Some other
Countries
London: Printed for the Author, 1743-1745-1745. Two
volumes in 3, folio. 3 engraved title vignettes, engraved
headpiece dedication in vol. 1, engraved dedication in vol.II,
178 engraved plates, plans and maps. Extra-illustrated with
106 engraved plates, being plates from Le Bruyn. Nineteenth
century calf, covers bordered in gilt and with a central
cathedral decoration in blind, expertly rebacked to style.
Provenance: Luigi Palma di Cesnola.
A unique set of the first edition of one of the first accurate
records of Middle-Eastern antiquities and culture to be
published in the modern era: profusely extra-illustrated
with plates by Le Bruyn, including large folding panoramas.
(#33306)

$ 15,000
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JOHN
RICKMAN
Journal of Captain Cook's last Voyage to the
Pacific Ocean, on Discovery; performed in the
Years 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779 ... Faithfully
Narrated from the original MS
Dublin: Messrs. Price, Whitestone, [etc.], 1781. Octavo 8 1/4
x 4 3/4 inches. [4], xlvii, [1], 396pp. Engraved frontispiece and
four plates, 1 folding engraved map. Contemporary calf,
expertly rebacked to style, flat spine ruled in gilt, red
morocco lettering piece.
The first Dublin edition of the first published account of
Cook's last voyage: a work which preceded the publication
of the official account by three years.
(#30273)

$ 4,500
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WILLIAM
SCORESBY , JR .
Journal of a Voyage to the Northern WhaleFishery
Edinburgh: printed for Archibald Constable & Co., and
Hurst, Robinson & Co. of London, 1823. 8vo (8 1/2 x 5 1/4
inches). Half-title. 8 engraved plates and maps (comprising:
1 folding map, 2 folding plates, 4 plates). Some light foxing.
Contemporary half calf and brown pebbled cloth covered
boards, spine with raised bands, morocco lettering piece.
First edition of the most important work by one of greatest
of all Arctic explorers: "Geographically ... Scoresby's
discoveries were greater in importance and number than
those of any other single navigator in northern waters"
(Hill).
(#31611)

$ 1,000
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THOMAS
THOMSON
Travels in Sweden, during the Autumn of 1812
London: for Robert Baldwin, 1813. 4to (10 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches).
13 engraved plates, plans and maps (comprising: 2 engraved
portraits, 6 maps [4 folding], 5 plates and plans [1 plate
printed in bistre]). (Occasional old repairs to folding maps,
some light spotting to maps and plates. Contemporary half
calf over marbled paper-covered boards, rebacked to style,
recent endpapers.
First edition of a rare and important work: a scientific
exploration, a description of the country at an important
time in its history and a description of its people.
(#21599)

$ 1,200
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JOSEPH PITTON DE
TOURNEFORT
A Voyage into the Levant ... Containing the
Antient and Modern State of the Islands of the
Archipelago; as also of Constantinople, the
Coasts of the Black Sea, Armenia, Georgia, the
Frontiers of Persia and Asia Minor
London: Printed for D. Browne [et al.], 1718. 2 volumes,
quarto (9 5/8 x 7 1/2 inches). Folding map by Senex, 152
engraved plates (6 folding), plus duplicates of two plates in
vol. 1. (Foxing, scattered minor worming and staining).
Contemporary panelled calf (some wear at joints).
First edition in English of Tournefort's travels through
Greece, the Black Sea and Asia Minor.
(#29568)

$ 2,750
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RICHARD
TULLY
Narrative of a ten years' residence at Tripoli in
Africa: from the original correspondence in the
possession of the family of the late Richard
Tully, Esq. the British Consul
London: printed for Henry Colburn by Cox & Baylis, 1816.
4to (10 3/4 x 8 1/2 inches). xvi, 370pp. 5 hand-coloured
aquatint plates, 1 folding engraved map. Period calf, covers
bordered with a gilt roll tool, rebacked at an early date,
spine with raised bands in six compartments, brown
morocco lettering piece in the second, the others with a
repeat decoration in gilt and blind.
First edition of one of the most important records of daily
life in Tripoli in the late eighteenth century, including
information on the court of the Bashaw of Tripoli.
(#28566)

$ 1,850
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SAMUEL
TURNER
An Account of an Embassy to the Court of the
Teshoo Lama in Tibet, containing a narrative
of a journey through Bootan, and part of Tibet
London: printed by W. Bulmer & Co, and sold by G. & W.
Nicol, 1800. Imperial quarto. Folding engraved map, 13
plates, 1 engraved illustration. Contemporary russia, covers
bordered in gilt and blind, armorial stamp on the upper
cover, expertly rebacked to style, spine with double-raised
bands in six compartments, lettered in the second, the
others with a repeat decoration in gilt, period marbled
endpaper and edges.
A rare large paper issue of the first edition of the official
account of Turner's embassy to Bhutan and Tibet: the first
great western account of the region.
(#29380)

$ 6,500

